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The resolution of the environmental/economic dispatch (EED) problem using the different methods which 
are proposed in literature consumes an important computing time. Thus, the present paper deals with a 
technique based on two steps to solve the EED problem of electric energy power in real-time for forecast 
load curve. The first step uses the NSGAII approach (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm) to solve 
the multi-objective problem MOP for different levels of load by treating the two cases, problem without line 
constraints and with line constraints. To verify effectiveness of this approach, NSGAII is compared with 
other algorithms which are used in the literature. Such as, weighted sum method (WSM), NPGA (Niched 
Pareto Genetic Algorithm), NSGA and SPEA (Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm). To exploit the 
results in real time for forecast load curve, second step uses a radial basis function neural network (RBFN) 
with 3 layers, input layer formed by the level of global load, hidden layer and output layer formed by the 
generations of the various machines. The validity and effectiveness of this technique are verified by an 
example of a load curve of a didactic electric network IEEE 30-bus system with 6-generating units. 
Keywords:  Environmental/Economic dispatch, DC-flow model, multi-objective optimization, 
evolutionary algorithms, neural networks.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
The multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have demonstrated an ability to 
provide accurate and feasible multiple Pareto-optimal solutions in one single run. So, it has 
made them very attractive methods for the solution of the optimal power dispatching 
problem with various objectives under several constraints. Recently, there has been a great 
deal of interest in promising MOEAs and their applications to various disciplines. These 
algorithms have been proposed to achieve diversity in the obtained Pareto-optimal front. 
The basic economic dispatch (ED) problem to operate electric power concerns the 
distribution of a level of active power to be provided by the available power stations while 
minimizing the total fuel cost and while respecting some functional constraints. This single 
objective can no longer be considered alone due to the environmental concerns that arise 
from the emissions produced by fossil-fuelled electric power plants. So, the Clean Air Act 
Amendments have been applied to reduce SO2 and NOx emissions from such power plants. 
Thus, environmental/economic dispatch (EED) is a multi-objective optimization problem 
(MOP) with non-commensurable and contradictory objectives. Refs [1-2] were one of the 
first approaches to solve the EED problem, where it has been reduced to a single objective 
problem. The emission function is treated as a constraint. Other procedure was proposed in 
[3] to solve this EED problem using linear programming. However, the EED is a nonlinear 
optimization problem. So, conventional optimization methods can lead to non global 
solutions. An ε-constraint method was proposed in [4-5]. This approach consists to optimize 
the preferred objectives and treats the other as constraints. 
Recently, the MOEAs are used to eliminate most difficulties of the classical methods [6]. 
Because, they use a population of solutions in their search and multiple Pareto-optimal 
solutions can be founded in one single run. In such of their applications to resolve the EED, 
Abido was applied many algorithms to locate the Pareto-optimal solutions, such as, NPGA J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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[7] and NSGA [8]. The resolution of the EED problem using the different methods which 
are proposed in literature consumes an important computing time. For a load curve, its real-
time exploitation is impossible. To overcome this problem, the present paper deals with a 
technique to solve an EED problem in real-time for forecast load curve. It is based on two 
steps. The first one, that is the principal phase, uses the NSGAII approach [9] to solve 
MOP. To verify effectiveness of this approach, NSGA II is compared with other algorithms 
which are used in the literature, such as, NPGA, NSGA, SPEA [10] and weighted sum 
method where the EED problem was converted to a single objective problem by linear 
combination of different objectives. For a large range of the located level, this first step 
calculates the active power to ensure by each power station of the network. The level of 
load is distributed on nodes of consumption according to factors of distribution supposed 
known. Then, training data is available. The second step uses the results of the first one and 
achieves the work training of an artificial neural network using radial basis function 
(RBFN). This RBFN is tested with an example of a load curve of a didactic electric 
network IEEE 30-bus system with 6-generating units [3]. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION  
The EED problem involves the simultaneous optimization of two objective functions, 
fuel cost and emission, while satisfying several equality and inequality constraints [11-12]. 
2.1 Objective functions 
The objective functions of the EED are: 
•  Fuel cost objective  
() ig i FP  is the function cost associated to the production of the central i. This individual 
cost can be a numeric function, a function in staircase, linear by piece, quadratic by piece or 
globally quadratic. It is this last case that constitutes the objective of this survey. So, it can 
be written as follows [3-13]:  
()
2
ig i i i g i i g i FP a b P c P =+ +             ( $ / h )                     ( 1 )  
The global function of cost can take the following form: 
()
2
1
g N
ii g ii g i g
i
FP a bP cP
=
=++ ∑                               ( 2 )  
where:  
g N  : number of generators. 
i a ,  i b  and  i c  : cost coefficients of the ith generator. 
gi P  : generated real power of the ith generator. 
g P  : vector of generated real power.  
12 [,, . . . , ] T
gg g N g g PP PP =   
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The total emission of atmospheric pollutants (SOx and NOx) is given as a function of 
generator output, which is the sum of a quadratic and exponential function of generated real 
power [3-13]. 
() ()
2
1
exp
N
ii g ii g i i i g i g
i
EP P P P αβ γ ξ λ
=
=+++ ∑                     ( t o n / h )            ( 3 )  
where  ,,, iii i αβγξ  and  i λ  are the atmospheric pollutants coefficients. 
2.2 Constraints 
The problem constraints are [3-14] : 
•  Production constraints 
The generated real power  gi P  should be within the minimum output and the maximum 
output. 
min max,1 , . . . , gi gi gi g PP P i N ≤≤ =                        ( 4 )  
•  Generation-load balance equation 
The model is without active losses. So, it can verify the following relation, where  D P  is the 
level of global load of the network. 
1
-0
N
gi D
i
PP
=
= ∑                           ( 5 )  
•  Security constraints of lines 
The active power flows  tl P  in a line l must be restricted by upper limit as follows : 
max ,1 , . . . , tl tl l PP l n ≤ =                                        ( 6 )  
l n  : number of transmission lines. 
The DC-flow model can transform (6) to the following form:  
D tg PPP ημ =+                          ( 7 )  
where: 
t P  is the vector of active power flows with dimension  l n . 
η  is a matrix with dimension ( -1 lg nN × ) and μ is a vector with dimension  l n . η  and 
μ  depend of the network topology.  
2.3 Optimization problem 
While combining inequalities (4) and (6) and arranging terms adequately, it is possible to 
express the two constraints with standard matrix form : 
-0 g AP B ≤                            ( 8 )  
with: J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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A : Matrix with dimension (,) gg NN . 
B  : Vector with dimension (1 ) Ng × . 
0  : Vector with dimension (1 ) Ng × .  
Also, equation (5) can be expressed as: 
T D g eP P =                             ( 9 )  
In this last constraint, e is a line vector with dimension  g N and which all elements are 
equal to 1. 
The EED problem takes finally the form of MOP with constraints which can be written as 
follows : 
() () , ()
-0
Minimize F P E P gg Pg
Subject to
AP B g
T eP P g D
⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ≤ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ = ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
                        ( 1 0 )  
3. MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM  
Many real world problems involve simultaneous optimization of multiple objectives that 
often are competing. In a MOP, there may not exist one solution that is best with respect to 
all objectives. Usually, the aim is to determine the trade-off surface, which is a set of 
nondominated solution points, known as Pareto optimal (PO) solutions. Every individual in 
this set is an acceptable solution. 
Mathematically, a MOP can be formulated as : 
() () () () ()
()
()
12 , ,...,
:
0 , 1,...,
0 , 1,...,
Nobj
j
k
Minimize f X f X f X f X
X
Subject to
gX j M
hX k K
⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
=
==
≤ =
                   
  
                   
                  
           ( 1 1 )  
with : 
obj N : Number of objectives. 
, MK: Respectively number of equality and inequality constraints. 
X  : Vector of decision variables. 
For any two solutions  1 X  and  2 X , we can have one of two possibilities : one dominates 
the other or none dominates the other. Mathematically, in a minimization problem, we say 
that the solution  1 X  dominates  2 X  and we note  12 Xp X if the following two conditions 
are satisfied [13] : T. Guesmi et al: New Approach to Solve Multi-objective Environmental/Economic Dispatch 
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{}
{}
12
12
1,2,..., , ( ) ( )
1,2,..., , ( ) ( )
obj i i
obj j j
iN f X f X
j N fX fX
⎧ ∀∈ ≤ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪∃∈ < ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
 
 
                 ( 1 2 )  
If any other solution  X , in the feasible space of design variables, does not dominate  1 X , 
hence,  1 X  is a nondominated point or a Pareto-optimal point. The solutions which are 
nondominated within the entire decision space, constitute the Pareto optimal set or Pareto 
optimal front. 
Recently, the studies on evolutionary algorithms have shown that these algorithms can 
be efficiently used to eliminate most of the difficulties of classical methods, such as, 
multiple runs and sensitivity to the shape of the Pareto optimal front [15-16]. The goal of a 
multi-objective optimization algorithm is not only to guide the search towards the Pareto-
optimal front, but also to maintain population diversity in the set of the nondominated 
solutions. In the rest of this section, we present many multi-objective evolutionary 
algorithms which are NPGA [17], NSGA [18], NSGAII [9] and SPEA [10].  
3.1 Weighted sum method (WSM)  
This method consists in converting the objective functions into only one function by 
using a linear combination of the objectives. 
11 22 () () () ()
obj obj NN f Xw f Xw f XL w fX =++ +                ( 1 3 )  
where : 
1 wi
i
= ∑                              ( 1 4 )  
3.2 NPGA approach (Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithms) 
In [17], Horn et al. proposed a tournament selection scheme based on Pareto dominance 
principles.  
Let consider a set of  pop N  members with  obj N  objective function values. The tournament 
selection is as follows [7] : 
Step 1 : Initiate  1 i = . 
Step 2 : Pick randomly two candidates for selection  1 X  and  2 X . 
Step 3 : Pick randomly a comparison set A with  dom t  individuals from the population. 
Step 4 : Compare each candidate,  1 X  and  2 X  with each individual in the comparison set A 
using the conditions for domination given in the equations (12). 
Step 5 : If one candidate is dominated by the comparison set while the other is not, then, 
select the later for reproduction and go to step 7, else go to step 6. 
Step 6 : If neither or both candidates are dominated by the comparison set, then, use sharing 
procedure described bellow to choose the winner. 
Step 7 : If  pop iN = , stop selection procedure, else, set  1 ii =+ and go to step 2. 
The sharing procedure for each candidate i is as follows : 
Step 1 : Set  1 j = . J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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Step 2 : Compute a normalized Euclidean distance measure between individuals i and j in 
the current population, as follows : 
2
max min
1
-
-
Nobj j i
k k
ij
kk k
JJ
d
JJ =
⎛⎞ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ = ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎝⎠ ∑                       ( 1 5 )  
where  max
k J  and  min
k J  are respectively the upper and lower values of the kth objective 
function  k J .  
Step 3 : compare  ij d  with a prespecified niche radius  share σ . The sharing function has the 
following form : 
2
1-
()
0,
ij
ij share
share ij
d
if d
Sh d
if else
σ
σ
⎧ ⎪ ⎛⎞ ⎪ ⎟ ⎜ ≤ ⎟ ⎪ ⎜ ⎪ ⎟ ⎜ ⎝⎠ = ⎨ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
       
      
                ( 1 6 )  
Step 4 : Set  1 jj =+ , if  obj jN ≤ , go to step 2, else, calculate niche count for candidate i 
as follows :  
1
()
N
ci ij
j
nS h d
=
= ∑                           ( 1 7 )  
Step 5 : Repeat these steps for the second candidate. 
Step 6 : Compare  1 c n  and  2 c n . If  12 cc nn ≤ , then, choose the first candidate, else, choose 
the second.  
3.3 NSGA approach (Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm)  
The basic idea behind NSGA is the ranking process executed before the selection 
operation. The ranking procedure consists to find the nondominated solutions in the current 
population P. These solutions represent the first front  1 F . Afterwards, this first front is 
eliminated from the population and the rest is processed in the same way to identify 
nondominated solutions for the second front  2 F . This process continues until the 
population is properly ranked. So, we can write: 
1
r
j
j
PF
=
= ∪                             ( 1 8 )  
where r  is the number of fronts. 
The same fitness value  k f  is assigned to all of individuals of the same front  k F . This 
fitness value decreases while passing from the front  k F  to the  1 k F + . To maintain diversity 
in the population, a sharing method is used. Let consider  ij d  the variable distance 
(Euclidean norm) between two solutions  i X  and  j X . 
2 () ()
max min
1
-
-
S ij
kk
ij
kk k
XX
d
XX =
⎛⎞ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ = ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎟ ⎜ ⎝⎠ ∑                       ( 1 9 )  T. Guesmi et al: New Approach to Solve Multi-objective Environmental/Economic Dispatch 
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where S is the number of variables in the MOP. The parameters  max
k X  and  min
k X  are 
respectively the upper and lower bounds of variable  k X . 
() () ()
12 ( , ,..., )
ii i
i S XX X X =                        ( 2 0 )  
The sharing procedure is as follows: 
Step 1 : Fix the niche radius  share σ  and a small positive number ε . 
Step 2 : Initiate  min pop f N ε =+  and the counter of front  1 j = . 
Step 3 : Form the r nondominated fronts  j F  which constitute P. 
1
r
j
j
PF
=
= ∪  
Step 4 : For each individual  j q XF ∈  : 
•  associate the dummy fitness 
()
min -
q
j ff ε = ,              ( 2 1 )  
•  calculate the niche count  cq n  as given in (17), 
•  calculate the shared fitness 
()
'( )
q
j q
j
cq
f
f
n
= .                ( 2 2 )  
Step 5 : 
'( )
min min( : )
q
j j f fq F = ∈    and  1 jj =+ . 
Step 6 : If  jr ≤ , then, return to step 4. Else, the process is finished. 
3.4 Elitist multi-objective evolutionary algorithms  
The MOEAs using nondominated sorting and sharing have been criticized mainly for their 
O(MN
3) computational complexity (M is the number of objectives and N  is the population 
size). Also, these algorithms are not elitist approaches and they need to specify the sharing 
parameter. To avoid these difficulties, we present in the following two elitist MOEAs. The 
first is called Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII) and the second is 
called Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA). 
A. NSGAII approach  
In this approach, the sharing function approach is replaced with a crowded comparison. 
Initially, an offspring population  t Q  is created from the parent population  t P  at the tth 
generation. After, a combined population  t R  is formed. 
tt t RP Q = ∪                            ( 2 3 )  
t R  is sorted into different no domination levels  j F as shown in the NSGA approach. So, 
we can write : 
1
r
tj
j
RF
=
= ∪ , where, r is number of fronts. J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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Finally, one iteration of the NSGAII procedure is as follows: 
Step 1 : Create the offspring population  t Q  from the current population  t P . 
Step 2 : Combine the two population  t Q  and  t P  to form  t R . 
Step 3 : Find the all nondominated fronts  i F  of  t R . 
Step 4 : Initiate the new population  1 0 t P + / =  and the counter of front for inclusion  1 i = . 
Step 5 : While  1 t i pop PF N + + ≤ , do : 
11 tt PP F ++ ←∪ i  
1 ii ← +   
Step 6 : Sort the last front  i F  using the crowding distance in descending order and choose 
the first ( 1 - pop t NP + ) elements of  i F . 
Step 7 : Use selection, crossover and mutation operators to create the new offspring 
population  1 t Q +  of size obj N . 
To estimate the density of solution surrounding a particular solution  i X  in a nondominated 
set F , we calculate the crowding distance as follows : 
Step 1 : Let’s suppose qF = . For each solution  i X  in F , set  0 i d = . 
Initiate  1 m = . 
Step 2: Sort F in the descending order according to the objective function of rank m . 
Let’s consider  [, ] ()
m
m
f Is o r tF > =  the vector of indices, i.e.  m
i I  is the index of the solution 
i X  in the sorted list according to the objective function of rank m. 
Step 3: For each solution  i X  which verifies 2( - 1 ) m
i Iq ≤≤ , update the value of  i d  as 
follows: 
1- 1
max min
-
-
mm
ii II
mm
ii
mm
ff
dd
f f
+
← +                        ( 2 4 )  
Then, the boundary solutions in the sorted list (solutions with smallest and largest function) 
are assigned an infinite distance value, i.e. if,  1 m
i I =  or  m
i Iq = ,  i d = ∞. 
Step 4: If mM = , the procedure is finished. Else,  (1 ) mm =+  and return to step 2. 
B. SPEA approach  
In [10], Zitzler and Thiele proposed an elitist evolutionary approach to resolve a MOP 
which is called strength Pareto genetic algorithm (SPEA). Elitism is introduced by an 
external Pareto set P′ initially empty ( '
0 0 P / = ). This set stores the nondominated 
solutions funded during the resolution of the problem. The initial population  0 P  is 
generated randomly. Let’s consider  t P  and  '
t P  respectively current population and external 
set. N′ is the maximum size of the external set. Then, one iteration of the SPEA algorithm 
can be described as follows: T. Guesmi et al: New Approach to Solve Multi-objective Environmental/Economic Dispatch 
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Step 1 : Find the nondominated front  () t FRONT P of the current population  t P . 
 Set '' () tt t PP F R O N T P = ∪ . 
Step 2 : Set  '' () tt PF R O N T P = . 
Step 3 : If  '
t PN ′ > , reduce  '
t P  by a means of clustering described below. 
Then, the new reduced set is  '
t P . 
Step 4 (fitness assignment): Calculate the fitness values of individuals in both external 
Pareto set and the population as follows : 
•  assign a real value  [ ] 0,1 i S ∈ .  i S  is the strength of an individual i in the external 
Pareto set and it can be calculated as follows : 
1
i
i
n
S
N
=
+
                         ( 2 5 )  
where  i n  is the number of individuals in the current population dominated by the 
individual i in the external Pareto set. The strength of a Pareto solution is also its 
fitness, 
•  the fitness  j f  of a solution  j X  in the current population is the sum of the 
strengths of all external Pareto individuals dominated by  j X . We can add a small 
positive number ε  in order to guarantee that Pareto solutions are most likely to be 
produced, 
Step 5 : Combine the current population and the external Pareto set. Then, apply selection, 
crossover and mutation operations according to their probabilities to generate the new 
population  1 t P + . 
In this study, this algorithm will be stopped if the generation counter exceeds its maximum 
number. In order to reduce the size of the external set from  '
large N  to N′, an average 
linkage based hierarchical clustering algorithm is used without destroying the 
characteristics of the trade-off front. Initially, each individual in  '
t P  constitutes his proper 
cluster. So, we obtain  '
large N  clusters. The distance between two clusters (,) kl  is calculated 
as follows: 
,
1
(, )
.
kl
kl
kl iCjC
dd i j
CC ∈∈
= ∑                      ( 2 6 )  
(, ) dij  is the distance between individuals i and j in the objective space or in the decision 
space.  
The clustering algorithm is illustrated in the following steps : 
Step 1 : Each individual i constitutes a distinct cluster :  {} i Ci = . 
  So, the set of all clusters is  {} arg 12 , ,...,
le N CC CC =   
Step 2 : If  CN ′ ≤ , go to step 5. Else, go to step 3. J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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Step 3 : Calculate the distance between each pair of clusters using (26). Find the pair of 
clusters 
12 (, ) ii CC  corresponding to the minimal distance between them. 
Step 4 : Combine 
1 i C  and 
2 i C  into a large one. Return to step 2. 
Step 5 : Find the centroid of each cluster. Select the nearest individual in this cluster to the 
centroid as a representative individual and remove all other individuals from the cluster. 
Thus, the reduced Pareto set is computed by uniting these representatives. 
3.5 Implementation of the MOEAs  
These proposed approaches have implemented using real-coded genetic algorithm 
(RCGA) [19-20]. So, a chromosome X corresponding to a decision variable is represented 
as a string of real values  i x , i.e.  12 ..... lchrom Xx x x = . lchrom is the chromosome size and 
i x  is a real number within its lower limit  i a  and upper limit  i b . i.e.  [ ] , ii i xa b ∈ . Thus, for 
two individuals having as chromosomes respectively X and Y and after generating a 
random number  [ ] 0,1 α ∈ , the crossover operator can provide two new chromosomes X’ 
and Y’ with a probability PC as follows [19-21] : 
(1- )
(1 - )
XX Y
YX Y
αα
αα
′ =+
′ =+
                       ( 2 7 )  
In this study, the non-uniform mutation operator has been employed. So, at the t th 
generation, a parameter  i x  of the chromosome X will be transformed to other parameter  '
i x  
with a probability Pm as follows: 
'
(, - ) , 0
-( , -), 1
ii i
i
ii i
xt b x i f
x
xt x a i f
τ
τ
⎧ + Δ = ⎪ ⎪ = ⎨ ⎪ Δ = ⎪ ⎩
    
    
               ( 2 8 )  
max (1- / ) (, ) ( 1- ) tg ty y r
β
Δ =                        ( 2 9 )  
where τ  is random binary number, r is a random number  [ ] 0,1 r ∈ ,  max g  is the maximum 
number of generation. β  is a positive constant chosen arbitrarily. 
After this, introduction of many proposed approaches to resolve a MOP, we present in the 
following section the neural networks which are applied in this study.  
4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEURAL NETWORKS  
After the phase of optimization, we applied neural networks with radial basis function 
(RBFN) [22] in order to determine variations of power according to level of load. 
The input layer is constituted by one neuron corresponding to  D P . But, the number of 
neurons of the hidden layer is variable. The number of neurons of the output layer is always 
equal to the number of variables constituting the vector  g P  which represents the generated 
real powers. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the network used in our application.  T. Guesmi et al: New Approach to Solve Multi-objective Environmental/Economic Dispatch 
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Pg1 
Pg2 
. 
. 
. 
. 
Pgn 
PD 
Input layer  Hidden layer  Output layer 
 
Figure 1: Structure of used neural network. 
 
Figure 2: Structure of the studied network. 
Table 1: Generator cost and emission coefficients  
     G1  G2  G3  G4  G5  G6 
a  10 10 20 10 20 10 
b  200 150 180 100 180 150  Cost 
c 100  120  40 60 40  100 
α   4.091 2.543 4.258 5.326 4.258 6.131 
β   -5.554 -6.047 -5.094 -3.550 -5.094 -5.555 
γ   6.490 5.638 4.586 3.380 4.586 5.151 
ξ   2.0×10
-4  5.0×10
-4 1.0×10
-6 2.0×10
-3 1.0×10
-6 1.0×10
-5 
Emission 
λ   2.857 3.333 8.000 2.000 8.000 6.667 
 J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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5. NUMERIC APPLICATION AND SIMULATIONS  
Simulations have been done on the standard IEEE 30-bus 6-generators test system [3]. 
These simulations covered the real actions of exploitation and scheduling such as the 
variation of the load level, the trigger of loads, the temporal evolution of the load curve, etc. 
5.1 Presentation of the test network 
The structure of the test system is shown in Figure 2.  
Table 1 shows the values of fuel cost and emission coefficients corresponding to the 
generators Gi.  
The bounds of generated powers are :  
min 0.05 gi Pp u =  and  max 1.5 gi Pp u = . 
Table 2: Line flow capacity 
  Line No.
s
i P [p.u.]  Line No.
s
i P [p.u.]  Line No.
s
i P [p.u.] 
1  0.20 15 0.70 29 0.20 
2  0.20 16 0.50 30 0.20 
3  0.20 17 0.70 31 0.20 
4  0.20 18 0.50 32 0.50 
5  0.20 19 0.50 33 0.50 
6  0.20 20 0.50 34 0.50 
7  0.10 21 0.50 35 0.15 
8  0.15 22 0.50 36 0.50 
9  0.15 23 0.50 37 0.50 
10 0.50 24 0.50 38 0.50 
11 0.50 25 0.20 39 0.50 
12 0.50 26 0.20 40 0.50 
13 0.30 27 0.20 41 0.50 
14 0.50 28 0.20     
 
The system data are shown in tables 2 and 3. Table 4 gives the impedance and line charging 
data. Line capacity is 200% of standard value  s
i P . 
5.2 Problem without line constraints  
In order to compare between NSGAII and the other approaches, we have studied the 
problem of energy transport lines without taking into account of constraints. So, the 
problem will be reduced and simplified. To get convergence of cost and emission objective 
functions which are shown in Figure 3, these two objective functions are optimized 
individually and for  2.8340 . D Pp u = . 
Figure 4 shows that NSGAII approach gives more significant results. 
After optimization by the proposed approaches, we have obtained the tables 5 and 6 giving 
the best solutions for cost and emission. 
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Table 3: Specified bus data 
1
  Bus Type Active power Reactive power Bus voltage
1 P-Q  -0.106  -0.019  - 
2 P-Q  -0.024  -0.009  - 
3 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
4 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
5 P-Q  -0.035  -0.023  - 
6 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
7 P-Q  -0.087  -0.067  - 
8 P-Q  -0.032  -0.016  - 
9 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
10 P-Q  -0.175  -0.112  - 
11 P-Q  -0.022  -0.007  - 
12 P-Q  -0.095  -0.034  - 
13 P-Q  -0.032  -0.009  - 
14 P-Q  -0.090  -0.058  - 
15 P-Q  -0.035  -0.018  - 
16 P-Q  -0.082  -0.025  - 
17 P-Q  -0.062  -0.016  - 
18 P-Q  -0.112  -0.075  - 
19 P-Q  -0.058  -0.020  - 
20 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
21 P-Q  -0.228  -0.109  - 
22 P-Q  0.000  0.000  - 
23 P-Q  -0.076  -0.016  - 
24 P-Q  -0.024  -0.012  - 
25 P-V  0.000  0.000  1.071 
26 P-V  0.000  0.000  1.082 
27 P-V  -0.300  -  1.010 
28 P-V  -0.942  -  1.010 
29 P-V  -0.217  -  1.045 
30 -  0.000  0.000  1.060 
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Figure 3: Convergence of cost and emission objective functions. 
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Table 4: Specified line data 
  Line No.  Bus  Line impedance  Line charging  Line No.  Bus  Line impedance  Line charging 
1  30-29  0.0192  +  j0.0575 j0.0264  22 13-12  0.0192  +  j0.0575 j0.0264 
2  30-24  0.0452  +  j0.1852 j0.0204  23 12-11  0.0452  +  j0.1852 j0.0204 
3  29-23  0.0570  +  j0.1737 j0.0184  24 19-11  0.0570  +  j0.1737 j0.0184 
4  24-23  0.0132  +  j0.0379 j0.0042  25 19-14  0.0132  +  j0.0379 j0.0042 
5  29-28  0.0472  +  j0.1983 j0.0209  26 19-10  0.0348  +  j0.0749  0.000 
6  29-22  0.0581 + j0.1763  j0.0187  27  19-9  0.0727 + j0.1499  0.000 
7  23-22  0.0119 + j0.0414  j0.0045  28  10-9  0.0116 + j0.0236  0.000 
8  28-21  0.0460 + j0.1160  j0.0102  29  16-8  0.1000 + j0.2020  0.000 
9  22-21  0.0267 + j0.0820  j0.0085  30  9-7  0.1150 + j0.1790  0.000 
10 22-27  0.0120  +  j0.0420 j0.0045  31  8-7  0.1320  +  j0.2700  0.000 
11 22-20  j0.2080  0.000  32  7-6  0.1885  +  j0.3292  0.000 
12 22-19  j0.5560  0.000  33  6-5  0.2544  +  j0.3800  0.000 
13 20-26  j0.2080  0.000  34  6-4  0.1093  +  j0.2087  0.000 
14  23-18  j0.2560 0.000  35  3-4  j0.3960 0.000 
15 18-25  j0.1400  0.000  36  4-2  0.2198  +  j0.4153  0.000 
16  18-17  0.1231 + j0.2559  0.000  37  4-1  0.3202 + j0.6027  0.000 
17  18-16  0.0662 + j0.1304  0.000  38  2-1  0.2339 + j0.4533  0.000 
18  18-15  0.0945 + j0.1987  0.000  39  27-3  0.0636 + j0.2000  j0.0214 
19  17-16  0.2210 + j0.1997  0.000  40  22-3  0.0169 + j0.0599  j0.0065 
20 15-14  0.0824  +  j0.1923  0.000  41 20-19  j0.1100  0.000 
21 16-13  0.1070  +  j0.2185  0.000         
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Figure 4: Pareto-optimal front of the proposed approaches. 
Table 5: The best solution for cost 
 
  LP approach [3]  NPGA 
approach 
NSGA 
approach 
SPEA 
approach 
NSGAII 
approach 
Pg1  0.1500  0.1254 0.1076  0.1159  0.1102 
Pg2 0.3000  0.2914 0.2979  0.3107  0.2998 
Pg3 0.5500  0.5130 0.5257  0.5336  0.5243 
Pg4  1.0500 1.0193  1.0308  0.9999  1.0159 
Pg5  0.4600 0.5114  0.5104  0.5082  0.5242 
Pg6  0.3500 0.3735  0.3615  0.3657  0.3596 
Best cost  606.314 600.1757  600.1332  600.1627 600.111 
Correspondent emission  0.22330 0.22175  0.22322  0.22057  0.2231 
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Table 6: The best solution for emission 
 
  LP approach 
[3] 
NPGA 
approach 
NSGA 
approach 
SPEA 
approach 
NSGAII 
approach 
Pg1  0.4000  0.3744  0.4127  0.4193  0.4004 
Pg2 0.4500  0.4696  0.4540  0.4621  0.4619 
Pg3 0.5500  0.5388 0.5415 0.5229  0.5443 
Pg4  0.4000 0.3844  0.3978  0.4095  0.3799 
Pg5  0.5500 0.5374  0.5354  0.5177  0.5344 
Pg6  0.5000 0.5293  0.4926  0.5025  0.5130 
Best emission  0.19424 0.19430  0.19424  0.19428  0.19421 
Correspondent cost  639.600  637.4192  636.8690  636.9827 638.3758 
 
5.3 Problem with line constraints  
In this case, we take into account of line’s constraints of the energy transport. Therefore, 
the problem becomes complete in active power. 
The resolution of this problem is made by the NSGAII approach. Results of simulations are 
represented by the Figure 5. 
According to Figure 5, we can remark that for a significant increase of the level load  D P , 
the generated powers  gi P  increase.  
Figure 6 represents variations of costs according to the requested power, in only active 
power, for the two problems (without constraints and with constraints of lines). It shows 
that the two costs correspondent to this two problems start with the same value equal to 
129.15 p.u. until  4.25 . D Pp u ≈ . For values of  D P  larger than 4.25 p.u., the cost 
correspondent to the problem with line constraints is larger than the first without line 
constraints. It is due to these constraints which limit the space of the acceptable solutions 
and they made this second problem impracticable for a near value of 5 p.u.  
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Figure 5: Variation of generated powers 
according to the requested power. 
Figure 6: Variation of costs according to the 
requested power. 
After preparing the training set by NSGAII approach, the following paragraph corresponds 
to the second step.  
5.4 Implementation of the RBFN 
Figure 7 shows the forecast of load during 24 hours. For 100 neurons in the hidden layer, 
Figure 8 shows that after the training phase, limit of error is reached.  J. Electrical Systems 2-2 (2006): 64-81 
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Figure 7: Curve of load   Figure 8: Convergence of the error according to the 
number of iterations. 
After training phase, the interrelation between the generated powers and the load forecast 
curve is given in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Interrelation between the generated powers and the curves of load. 
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Figure 10: Error with respectively 20 and 100 neurons in the hidden layer 
 
5.5 Effect of the neuron number variation in the hidden layer 
To determine the importance of the hidden layer in the neuron network, we varied the 
number of neurons of this layer. T. Guesmi et al: New Approach to Solve Multi-objective Environmental/Economic Dispatch 
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Two cases were taken and with each one we represented the variation of the difference 
between the load level  D P  and the sum of the generated powers  gi P  according to time. 
Then the error is expressed as follows : 
-( ) Dg i
i
PP E r r o r t = ∑ . 
So, we have the curves depicted in figure. Since the favorable result is to have a null 
difference,  -0 Dg i
i
PP ≈ ∑ . Then, the last case is maintained and has a number of neurons 
more important and it is the most acceptable.  
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed a technique to solve the environmental/economic dispatch of 
electric energy power in real-time according to a load curve. We have used the NSGAII 
approach to solve the MOP for some values of level load. NSGAII is compared with other 
algorithms which are used in the literature, such as NPGA, NSGA, SPEA and weighted 
sum method. In order to determine variations of generated real powers according to level of 
load, we have applied a neuron networks with radial basis function using as data some 
solutions obtained by minimising cost objective. The validity and effectiveness of this 
technique are verified by means of the IEEE-30-bus 6-generators. A survey perspective 
consists to apply this technique to the complete problem taking into account active and 
reactive powers.  
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